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Specification & learning objectives

A Level Specification point description

1.3.4a HTML, CSS and JavaScript

1.3.4b Search engine indexing

1.3.4c PageRank algorithm

1.3.4d Server and client-side processing

1.3.3e Client-server and Peer to Peer

Lossy v lossless compression

Resources

PG Online textbook page ref: 130-153

Hodder textbook page ref: 222-232

CraignDave videos for SLR 12

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybiP-0vmeJ8&list=PLCiOXwirraUD599lPR3rtOdmlD1FdORRp
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Key question: How does a browser display a web page using HTML and CSS?
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Key question: How does a browser display a web page using HTML and CSS?

The world wide web is mostly composed of web pages - text, images and code that 

can be rendered by a web browser application. 

Web pages are written by people, and there is a common set of tools used to write 

them. 

These tools include markup, 

style sheet, and 

programming languages 

such as:

•HTML

•CSS

•Javascript

It stands for Hypertext Markup
Language. Hypertext, because it can 

allows sections of text to be connected 
by links. Markup, because it specifies 

the layout and style of a page, 
and Language because it has a 

grammar and syntax that must be 
followed.
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It stands for Hypertext Markup Language. Hypertext, because it can allows sections of 
text to be connected by links. Markup, because it specifies the layout and style of a 

page, and Language because it has a grammar and syntax that must be followed.
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Example of JavaScript
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Key question: How do search engines work?

In the old days of the world wide web, you could only find pages by following links from one to 
another. These days, though, there are billions of individual websites with countless web pages. 

Search engines are the solution. There are now many different search engines, 
each using their own technologies and algorithms to index web pages across the 
world wide web. 
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Key question: How do search engines work?
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Key question: How is client and server-side processing used on dynamic web pages, and what are 
the advantages of each method?

On a dynamic website there are client-side and server-side scripts. Client-side and server-side 
are sometimes referred to as front-end and back-end. The client-side of a website refers to 
the web browser and the server-side is where the data and source code is stored.
Different types of processing can occur at each side.
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Key question: How is client and server-side processing used on dynamic web pages?

Client-side scripts
A client-side script is a program that is processed within the client browser. These kinds of scripts 
are small programs which are downloaded, compiled and run by the browser. JavaScript is an 
important client-side scripting language and widely used in dynamic websites. The script can be 
embedded within the HTML or stored in an external file.
External scripts are sent to the client from the server when they are requested. Scripts can also 
be executed as a result of the user doing something like pressing a page button.
Client-side scripts can often be looked at if the user chooses to view the source code of the page. 
JavaScript code is widely copied and recycled.

Server-side scripts
A server-side script is processed on the web server when the user requests information. These 
kinds of scripts can run before a web page is loaded. They are needed for anything that requires 
dynamic data, such as storing user login details. Some common server-side languages 
include PHP, Python, Ruby and Java. These execute like programming languages on the server.
When a server-side script is processed, the request is sent to the server and the result is sent back 
to the client. This is useful for websites which store large amounts of data, such as search engines 
or social networks - it would be very slow for the client browser to download all the data.
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Typical exam questions

Paintball is a game where teams of players compete in an arena or outdoor zone 
shooting each other with pain gun pellets.  A local paintball centre has just invested 
in new high-tech body armour which contains sensors.  The players wears this body 
armour during the games and it automatically keeps tracks of how many times they 
have been hit by a paintball.

Below is an extract from the Paintball company’s website. The web page is written 
in plain HTML.

Paintball Ultimate

Come choose us for the Ultimate experience, we provide you with:

• 200 Free paintballs
• Protective eye gear
• Paintball gun
• Full training

1. Produce some HTML code which might have been used to produced this page. [4]

2. Development of the website is being taken over by another company.  They have suggested it should be modernised.  They have suggested including CSS and 
JavaScript to bring it more up to date.  Explain what each of these web technologies are and suggest one way in which each could be used to enhance the web 
site. [8]
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Target: Overall grade:

Minimum expectations & learning outcomes

 Terms 147-153 from your A Level Key Terminology should be included and formatted.

 You must include an annotated example of a short piece of HTML, CSS and JavaScript code.

 You must include a comparison of server and client-side processing, what occurs where and why?

 You must include a comparison of lossy vs. lossless compression (AS level only).

 You must explain how search engines work including indexing of pages and the use of the PageRank algorithm.

 Answer the exam questions.

Feedback

Breadth Depth Presentation Understanding

 All  Analysed  Excellent  Excellent

 Most  Explained  Good  Good

 Some  Described  Fair  Fair

 Few  Identified  Poor  Poor

Comment & action required
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Reflection & Revision checklist

Confidence Clarification

 Candidates need to understand the purpose of HTML, CSS and JavaScript.

 Candidates need to know when each language/markup would be used, and what its purpose and function is.

 Candidates should have experience of writing webpages using HTML, CSS and JavaScript.


Candidates need to be able to recognise the code in Appendix 5d, and be able to read, write, amend and interpret code using HTML, CSS and 

JavaScript.

 Candidates need to understand the need for compression (when transferring data over a network).

 Candidates need to understand the difference between lossy and lossless compression, and the benefits and drawbacks of each type.

 Candidates need to be able to recommend a type of compression for a given scenario.

 Candidates should understand how and why search engine results are indexed. They should understand how PageRank ranks these results.

 Candidates should understand how page rank works at a high level but are not expected to be able to code the algorithm.


Candidates need to understand the difference between server and client-side processing and should be aware of examples (for example Javascript

code vs PHP code) of processing on both sides.

 Candidates should be aware of the benefits and drawbacks of both types of processing.


